
Template Checklist

Please initial once completed.

_______ You or a representative (age 18 or older) are present during the template to answer questions and approve all related-related details.

_______ Have at least 1 (one) functioning outlet. The outlet must allow a 15’ extension cord to reach and access all countertops. If multiple
rooms are being templated, more functioning outlets may be required.

_______ All existing countertops, backsplashes/side splashes, vanity tops, sinks, faucets, appliances, shims,  and other items have been removed.
Removing the old countertops provides a “clean slate” for Atlantic Granite to view the structure and stability of the cabinets. This also allows AG to
determine the location of a seam if needed. FARM/APRON SINKS ARE TO BE INSTALLED IN PLACE BEFORE THE TEMPLATE.

_______ All cabinets (OLD & NEW) are in place, level, and secure. Cabinets on top of the countertops must be in after the new countertops are
in place. Our tops will be templated to be square,  straight, and plum; this ensures that if the cabinetry is not level or even, the countertops will still be
consistent. This may result in uneven overhangs and reveals.

________ All necessary panels, trim, etc.must be installed and secure.

_______ Sheetrock has been completely installed.

_______ Disconnect all plumbing. Turn o�/unplug stoves/ranges/ovens.

_______ Stove/ranges are pulled out. This is so that can run a level across the front of the cabinets to con�rm they are even, level, secure, etc.

_______ Mountable items such as the sink, faucet, soap dispenser, cooktop, etc., are on-site. The templater will bring those items to the shop to
complete precise measurements and layouts and return items upon installation. It is at this time all seams, if needed, will be planned out. (Farm/apron
sinks must be set correctly before the template date). It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure that the sink fits the base cabinet.

_______ All project details (stone type/color, radiuses, edging, backsplashes, the number of faucet holes, etc.) are determined and con�rmed.

_______ The �nal painting/covering of walls should not be done until after installation, if possible. Atlantic Granite takes pride in treating every
home like our own; however, scrapes, dings, and punctures on the wall and cabinets are likely to happen. These are incidental damages and are the
customer’s responsibility to fix.

Atlantic Granite’s templater will review the items below. It is at the discretion of the templater
whether or not the requirements were met by the customer ( see Customer Agreement Form). If the terms

are incomplete, the customer must reschedule a new template date and pay an additional template fee.


